A Binder+Co success story - the 1,000th BIVITEC special screening machine is
sold
Gleisdorf, April 17, 2008.
Binder+Co’s production centre in Gleisdorf recently manufactured and delivered the 1,000th BIVITEC special screening machine to its
operational destination in Poland. Together with three other identical machines, the 1,000th BIVITEC is to be used for the low-energy
screening of sand and gravel at the OKSM Group’s gravel works in Osztyn.
This order reflects the successful penetration of the CEE market, which Binder+Co intends to step up in the coming years. Further evidence
of the fact that the company has already established a reputation in the region is provided by the installation in the past year of an initial
complete used glass handling system at the Pila Recycling Centre in Poland.
BIVITEC – a product with a long past and an exciting future
With BIVITEC, Binder+Co AG is the market leader in the field of screening machines that guarantee top performance even under difficult
conditions. Developed in 1984 for the screening of damp coal, BIVITEC has also proven highly effective with regard to the handling of a
range of other materials that are difficult to screen, and has convinced customers from around the globe. Small wonder that the company
chairman, Karl Grabner succinctly describes BIVITEC as being a product with a long past and an exciting future.
As a core product, the BIVITEC screening machine is also closely linked to the success of the company. Member of the Board, Jörg
Rosegger regards BIVITEC as a synonym for everything that Binder+Co stands for: “Outstanding technology, experience and enormous
commitment.” Constant further development and new areas of application have turned BIVITEC into a bestseller and since 2007, a targeted
modification has also enabled the recycling industry to profit from its powerful screening performance.
At a small celebration in Binder+Co’s “Rundhalle” both Board members expressed their thanks to the entire workforce for the successful
teamwork that this 1,000th machine represents.
Binder+Co screening technology
As a result of its extensive range of technical solutions and comprehensive know-how with regard to the screening of bulk goods, Binder+Co
AG is able to provide its customers with the ideal screening machine for any type of raw material.
In addition to conventional linear vibration screening, BIVITEC also uses circular vibration and resonance screening for extremely difficult
tasks. Indeed, with its dynamic excited screen surfaces, which do not permit blockages, BIVITEC constitutes the ideal solution for damp
materials that are difficult to screen.
Binder+Co
Binder+Co AG specialises in processing, environmental and packaging technology and is the world market leader in the field of screening
technology (for difficult to screen materials) and glass recycling. The company has been listed on the Vienna Stock Exchange since December 2006 and in June 2007 was admitted to regulated OTC trading in the newly
created mid market segment. With an average of 214 employees, in 2007 Binder+Co achieved sales of EUR 53.4 million and hence EBIT of
EUR 4.9 million. Accordingly,
the EBIT margin amounted to a solid 9.2%.
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